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If the mass ratios of the charged leptons, the charge —
3 and 3 quarks are roughly the same in

each generation (except the first one), the present experimental limits on the fourth lepton mass and

on the deviation of the electroweak p parameter from its tree-level value will lead us to expect that
such fourth-generation fermions, if they exist, will have mass values in a narrow range. The
phenomenological implications of this simple model including the production and decay properties

of the seventh (charge —
3 ) quark with mass =60 GeV and the contribution by the eighth (charge

3 ) quark with mass =450 GeV to higher-order effects such as the kaon CP impurity parameter e

are discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the outstanding questions in the standard model
of particle interactions is the fermion replication problem.
For example„we still do not have a good theoretical ra-
tionale for the number of fermion generations. There are
definitely three generations of leptons and quarks with
identical gauge coupling. Many people regard the
existence of a sequential fourth generation as a real
possibility —especially given that the standard cosmologi-
cal considerations seem to allow for one more flavor of
light neutrinos. If the fourth generation exists, questions
naturally arise regarding the following. What are the
most likely values for their masses and mixing angles?
What is the prospect of detecting them in the near future?
Are we already seeing their effect in higher-order process-
es that are sensitive to a superheavy quark contribution in
their intermediate states?

In the preceding paper we have demonstrated that the
observed systematics of quark masses and mixing angles
can be neatly accounted for by the quark mass matrices
having the Fritzsch texture and by having the charge —',
and ——,

'
quark matrices to be closely proportional to each

other. This proportionality is broken mainly in the light-
quark sector. Namely, except for the first generation, the
ratio of the up and down quarks should be, to a good ap-
proximation, the same in each generation:

R —PP1 (2/3 }/Pal ( l /3 ) generation independent

Our analytic approach was facilitated by a power-series
expansion of both the quark masses and mixing angles in
powers of the Cabibbo angle A, =0.225. In this way we
can explain the hierarchical pattern of the Kobayashi-
Maskawa (KM) angles: 5=0(1), 8i ——O(A, ), 8i ——O(A, ),
and also predict 8&——O(A, ).

Since this simple model of quark tnass matrices natur-
ally suggests its continuance to the four-generation case,
we shall in this paper work out the details of this possible
extension. The fourth-generation leptons will be denoted

by tt and v„; the seventh (charge ——,
'

) and the eighth
(charge —', ) quarks by h and o, for hepta- and octa-quarks,
respectively:

K h

In Sec. II the likely range of fourth-generation masses is
obtained, mainly by using the electroweak p-parameter
constraint. In Sec. III the fourth-generation KM angles
are deduced. The phenomenological implications of such
fourth-generation fermions are then studied in the remain-
ing two sections. In Sec. IV we calculate the lifetime and
decay properties of hepta-quark with ms=50 —70 GeV.
In Stx:. V we study the effects of octa-quark with
m, =450 GeV on the CP-violation parameters and on the
possibility of a detectable flavor-changing decay Z~bh.

II. FOURTH-GENERATION MASSES

%'e shall assume that v„, like all other known neutrinos,
is very light, perhaps massless. For the charged lepton tt

we already have an experimental lower bound of

m„g22 QreV . (2)

mo ~420 CseV (4)

for R=m, /m, =1.35/0. 175=7.7. [Needless to say there
is some uncertainty in our knowledge of this ratio R—
reflecting mainly the allowed range of 150(m, (200
MeV (Ref. 5).] We should note that these lower bounds

Since many grand-unified-theory (GUT) models would
have the mass ratio of the down quark to the charged lep-
ton to be 2.5 to 3 [recall the successful relation of
m&/m, 2.94 (Ref. 4)], we expect that the charge ——,

'

hepta-quark to have a mass

mI, &55 CieV.

Finally we can use the basic result of Eq. (1) ta obtain a
lower bound for the octa-quark as well:
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(2)—(4) are consistent with the hierarchical pattern as es-

tablished by the first three generations: the masses in-
crease by at least an order of I/A, (i.e., a factor of 10—30)
for each succoxhng generation.

If the fourth-generation fermions exist their masses
cannot be significantly higher than the lower bounds as
shown in Eqs. (2)—(4) because of the electroweak p-
parameter constraint. The low-energy neutrino and an-
tineutrino neutral-current data are found to be consistent
with the tree-level relation

Alp.'mb '.Pl&.'Ply = 1:k:g:A,

m0 mg'. '.m~'. mg = 1:A, :A, :A,
(9)

shall take as representative values of fourth-generation
quarks m, =450 GeV and mI, ——60 GeV corresponding to
8=7.5 and hp=0. 056. The pattern of the quark mass
hierarchy m, =40 GeV, m, =1.35 GeV, m„=5.1 MeV
and mb ——5.3 GeV, m, =175 MeV and m~ ——8.9 MeV will
be maintained ~ith

with

(6)

hp(m„m2}
2 2 22m1 m2

=(Gp/8~2ir ) mi +my —, , ln
)FAN 1

—PPf 2 NT 2

p,„,= 1.02+0.02 .

On the other hand, each nondegenerate doublet of fer-
mions ( m i+m2) makes a contribution, through the loop
diagram, of

( mg /mg )
' (m—„ /m, )

'~ =0 ( A, ),
(m, /m )'i —(m, /m, )'i =AX,

(rnb/ms) ~ (m,—/m, )
r =BR, (12)

where A and 8 are of order 1.

Similarly we also have the pattern of regularity (1) which
is obeyed by all generations except the first one. When
combined with (9), this statement can be expressed by
three relations, each representing the degree of deviation
from strict proportionality between neighboring genera-
tions:

hp(m, =420,ms =55)=0.049, (8)

Thus, while the corrections due to the first three genera-
tions of leptons and quarks (as well as possibly the
fourth-generation leptons) are negligible, this will not be
the case for the doublet of the highly nondegenerate su-

perheavy seventh and eighth quarks. Indeed, taking the
three colors into account,

III. MIXING ANGLES FOR THE
FOURTH-GENERATION QUARKS

Given the success of the Fritzsch ansatz to account for
the observed KM mixings in the case of three generations,
we shall assume that the 4X4 quark mass matrices con-
tinue to have this structure. For a =u, d,

which already exceeds the one. standard deviation bound
of Eq. (6). We do not regard this as definitive evidence
against the existence of a sequential fourth generation
satisfying the condition of (1}for two reasons: It is quite
possible that the ration R of {1) is actually less than
m, /m, =1.35/0. 175=7.7 used in deducing (4). For ex-
ample, if we had assumed a larger possible m, value of
200 MeV and thus an up- and down-quark mass ratio 8
of 6.7, we would have hp(m, =370,ms =55)=0.037, fall-
ing within the allowed (p —1) region. Furthermore, there
is a real possibility that the error estimate in the low-
energy neutral-current data has been too optimistic and
when Mi4 and Mz are measured precisely they might
show a deviation from p= 1 larger than the limit of 0.04
as presented in Eq. (6). Thus, we shall continue the dis-
cussion of a possible fourth-generation quark in the mass
ranges (3) and (4). In the foBowing, to be definite, we

M'= P'F'Q',

with

0 A' 0 0
o a' o'=08 OC

0 0 C D'

being a real symmetric matrix, and P' and Q' are diago-
nal phase matrices. F' are diagonalized by orthogonal
transformation O'. All the elements of P', hence also
0', can be expressed in terms of the mass eigenvalues m;.
For the hierarchical structure displayed by the masses in
Eq. {9), the orthogonal transformation can be adequately
approximated by

1 —(mi /2m2)

—(mi /mz)'rz

(mi/mi)'~ (m2/mi)

o(x')

(m, /m, )'"
1 —(mi /2m') —(m2/2m')

(m2/mi)'

o(x4)

—(mi/m&)'r

—(m2/mi) 1/2

1 —(m2/2m') —(mq/2m4)

—(m 3/m4)'

(m, /m )'"
(mz/m4)'

(m3/rn4)'

1 —(mq/2m4)
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The precise expression of O~I and 041 will not be needed
in the subsequent calculations as their contributions can
be neglected.

Thus, the KM matrix can also be expressed in terms of
m; once the phases are given:

U=X(O )P(O") I', (14)

where P =P~P"* and X, F are also diagonal phase ma-
trices expressing the rephasing freedom of the KM ma-
trix. In the discussion of the three-generation case, we
have worked out a particular model of "maximal CP
violation": the CP phase is associated with the u-quark
sector where the quark mass matrix Ielation of Eq. (1}is
violated. Its natural extension leads to the phase matrix

P =diag( i, 1,—1,1) .

Thus, one possible realization of such a phase structure by
the (normalized) mass matrices will be

0 A, 0 0
or'0

0 A, 0
0 0 A, 1

0 ik6 0 0
0 X'0

0 A, 0 A,

0 0 A, 1

In the convention we have chosen with X=diag(i, l„l,l)
and Y'=diag( —1,1,1,1) one finds that, to leading order in
A, , the original three-generation KM matrix is not affected
by the presence of the fourth. For the extra elements be-
sides U, t,

——0 (1), we have

U„p i (m„/——m, ) I~IBA2 (md /m—t, )'~2(mb/ms )=0 (A 1),

U,s = —(m, /m, )'~ BiL =O(k ),
Ug, =BR, =O(A,I),
U,e ———(me/ms)'/ BAI=O(A, ),
U,g

——(mg/mb)' BA, =O(A, ),
U,b

———BA, =0(}(,),
where the O(1) parameter B is defined in Eq. (12). The
order of magnitude of the KM elements (whether real or
imaginary) is summarized below:

1 A,

g3 g2 f $2

Again eve note that the mixings between neighboring gen-
erations typically are of the order A, . The only exception
is the anomalously large Cabibbo angle, reflecting the
anomalously light u quark so there is not much cancella-
'tloli 111 Eq. (10). Furthermore, slIlcc each tcDI1 ill thc
left-hand side (I.HS) of Eqs. (11} is larger than that of

(12), as the 1/A, increase to the fourth generation must be
moderate in order to avoid a strong violation of the p-
parameter constraint, we would expect that this will be re-
fiected in a slight increase in the value of B as compared
to A. Thus we would expect the mixing between the
fourth and the third generations to be somewhat larger
than that between the third and the second. This expecta-
tion differs markedly from the often stated speculation of
progressive suppression of mixings between neighboring
generations as quarks get heavier.

IV. PHENQMENQLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS:
PRODUCTION, DECAY, AND THE LIFETIME

OF HEPTA-QUARK

The prospects of production and detection for the
charged a lepton and the superheavy o quark represent
two antipodes: For II with a mass in the 20—30-GeV
range this presumably will be fairly similar to the case of
the ~ lepton and the question of whether such a particle
exists or not can be decided upon by the upcoming e+e
collider TRISTAN at KEK (Ref. 10). On the other hand,
the octa-quark with a mass in the high-400-GeV range is
beyond the reach of any accelerator facilities presently
under construction. In this section we shall, therefore,
discuss mainly the case of the hepta-quark with a mass
around 60 GeV (Ref. 11).

For heavy quarks beyond charm and beauty and the
constituent weak decay rate ( cc m& ) so greatly
overwhelms the lepton decays of the heavy quarkonium
( acme} that we cannot rely on detecting the latter in a
Drell-Yan process. Thus the existence of the top quark is
signaled by the chain

L tee.
However, such a scenario will not be applicable for the h
quark: the mixing-angles favored modes of %~ho and
ht are kinematically not allowed and the first allowed
channel of W~hc is already strongly suppressed with
U,l, ——O(A, ). Instead of W decays we must therefore rely
on the inclusive hh pair production. The key will then be
finding signals rising above the QCD background. In this
connection clearly the more relevant modes are the semi-
leptonic decays. I.et us concentrate first on the decays
into electron channels: Since the h quark is heavy com-
pared with the typical strong-interaction scale, the rates
can be approximated by free quark rates. Thus

r( h ~evX) I (h ~evt)

+ r(h ~eve)

+r(h
with

r(h~evt)=
~
Us

~
Rsf(m, /ms),

I (h~evc)=
~

Ud, ('&»,



where

Gp np2 5

~a=
192m

V. PHENOMENOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS:
OCTA-QUARK CONTRIBUTION IN HIGHER-ORDER

PROCESSES

None of the accelerator facilities in existence, or under
construction, has high enough energy to produce the
octa-quark which our model suggests is likely to have a
mass greater than 400 GeV. However, its presence may
be indicated through effects on the low-energy
phenomenology via the higher-order virtual processes.
Here we shall discuss the possible contribution by the 0
quark to the CP-violation parameters e and e' and the
flavor-changing decay mode of the Z intermediate boson.

The kaon CP impurity parameter e is dominated by the
short-distance physics as represented by the box diagram
involving the exchange of W bosons and heavy quarks.
To compare the strength of contribution by the o quark to
those of the lower generation charm and top flavors, we
write

f,j~c,t,o
ri&~ Imk,

&
A,~E (x;,x~ ), (19)

where ri;J. are the QCD correction coefficients, A,; is the
mixing-angle product

and E(x;,xJ) with x, =m; /Mz is the kinematic factor'

in@;

4(1 « )~ x; —xJ
E(x;,xj ) =x;xj —+l 3

2 1 —x.

f(x)=1—Sx +Sx —x —24x lnx .

Since U,s ——O(A, ), U,s =O(A, ), U„s ——O(A, ), and
f(m, /ms)=O(&') for m, =40 GeV and mz-60 GeV
(Ref. 12), the u chatmel will be totally negligible while top
and charm branching ratios are comparable,
I', , =A, X4X10'9 sec '=10' sec '. Thus even with a
conservative estimate of the branching ratio inta electron
channels to be 10%, the lifetime of the lepton meson is
at most of 10 's sec and its decay lengths will be much
too short to be measurable by any vertex detector. Thus
our conclusion is quite different from the suggestions
made by a number of authors in this area. It of course re-
flects the different expectations one has as to how the KM
matrix will be extended to the fourth generation.

The QCD factors have a weak dependence on flavors:
=0.7, q„=0.6, and q„=0.4 and q, q„, and q„are

not expected to be significantly smaller. ' So we shall
concentrate on the two competing factors of the mixing-
angle product ImU„U~;U, jUpj which in this Fritzsch
model decreases rapidly for heavier flavors i and j, and
the kinematic factor E(x;,xJ) in Eq. (21) which increases
strongly with quark masses. For the lower three genera-
tion with x, ~~ 1 and x, ~ 1 we have

x, 'E(x„x,}=1,
x, 'E(x„x,)~,/x, =O(A, ), (23)

x, 'E(x„x,)~,/(4«, ) =O(A, ),

x, 'E(x„x,)=—lnx, =O(A, '),
(25)

(26)

x, 'E(x„x,)=(x, /x, )[—lnx, +(lnx, )/4+-,']
=O(A, } . (27)

For the mixing-angle products, besides the previous
three-generation result of

1m', = —21m', z, =2W qX =O(X'),

ImA, , = —2A "riA, ' =O(A, "),
(2S)

(29)

we also need to calculate Iml, ,2, ImA, ,A,„and ImA, ,A,
For this we choose the convention of keeping, among the
new faurth-generation KM elements, U„and U,s real.
The imaginary part of U~ can then be fixed by unitarity:

U =Bah,',
U~ ——( —a +ig)BA,

where besides the parameter 8 of Eq. (12}we have intro-
duced new notations of

a~=(m, /m, )'~',

P,'=(m„/m, )"".

Thus 8 and a are 0 (1}parameters and g is 0 (A, ). From
this we obtain

x, 'E(x„x,)=ln(x, /x, ) =O(A, ') .

For the fourth generation with xo-30 corresponding ta a
m, =450 GeV,

3+(x;+ «J)—
4(1—x&)(1—x )

which for i =j turns into

9 3E(x;,x;)=x; —+ „
3 XI

L

(21a)

(21b)

Q= U„*U~ ——( —a +i g )8 aA.
This together with our previous result of

ia'riZ', ,—

A,, = —(1 cr+iq)A A— ,

and the knowledge that A, 8, and a are O(1) parameters
while o, g, and g are O(A, }, leads to the new mixing-angle
factors:
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ImA, , =28 a gA,
' =O(A, ' ),

Imk. , iL, = —8~a/A, =O(A, ),
ImA, ,A,, = —A 8 a(ari+j)A, ' =O(A, '

) .

(30)

(32)

Combining Eqs. (28)—(32) with Eqs. (22}—(27) we can es-
timate the contribution from each of the exchanged
heavy-quark pairs. Normalizing the terms in the e sum
by m, we have, for the product,

e(i j)=x, E(i,j)1m', ;AJ,

from the first three generations e(c,t) =0 (A, ) and
e(c,c),e(t, t) =O(k ), and from the fourth generation
e(o,o ),e('o, c),e(o, t)=O(A) , T.hus the additional fourth-
generation contributions are not expected to dominate. '

However, since an expansion parameter A, is not very
small, these additional terms are not altogether insignif-
ican, especially when the uncertainty in the calculation of
the matrix element of the M=2 operator between the E
and E states (the "8 parameter") can be reduced below
the 20% level.

We next comment briefly on the e'-parameter calcula-
tion. If the usual assumption of penguin diagram domi-
nance is indeed correct then the fourth-generation contri-
bution will be neghgible. Here the mixing-angle product
U„'U;q is multiplied by a kinematic factor that does not
increase significantly with the mass of the intermediate
heavy quark. Thus the mixing-angle suppression com-
pletely determines the final result.

Another comment we wish to make concerns the possi-

bility of heavy-quark-induced flavor-changing Z decay.
Ganapathi et al. ' have shown that the amplitude for
Z~bh through the triangle diagram with 8' exchange
between an intermediate superheavy octa-quark pair wi11

be (much like the case of the box diagram considered
above}, proportional to

2 2
Uol Uos~a ~~w .

For KM mixing
~

U,qU,'s
~

=O(A~) and rn, =450 GeV
the branching ratio can be as high as 10 ' which will be
on the boarder of observability at the "Z factory" of the
Stanford Linear Collider and CERN LEP.

The conclusion is that if the fourth generation exists, its
charge —', quark must be superheavy, in the 400—500-GeV
range. Thus even with small mixings as suggested by the
Fritzsch ansatz its effects on the low-energy phenomenol-
ogy through the higher-order loop diagrams, although not
dominant, may still be fairly significant. In this connec-
tion the renormalization-group analysis of Bagger, Dimo-
poulos, and Masso' indicates that such new quarks
would imply new physics below 10 TeV.
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